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As a beef farmer and one time scientific researcher I have been following the BSE 
Inquiry with great interest, not the least through my need as a farmer and a mother to 
be able to quantify the real risks and act accordingly. The Inquiry now having been in
progress for two and a half years has increasingly turned up new and very relevant 
facts.
The establishment theory has been that BSE occurred from cattle and sheep in the 
form of meat and bonemeal fed back to cattle. However evidence to the Inquiry 
extensively records that cattle tissues have been injected into cattle and in a few 
instances sheep tissue has been used, human inoculations have also been prepared 
using bovine materials.
BSE scrapie and CJD are known transmissible spongiform encephalopathies [TSEs] a
term denoted them from their historically documented ability to transfer/or emanate 
from inoculation of specific tissues. In 1984 British doctors started to notice children 
who had been injected with the growth hormone Somatotrophin, extracted from the 
pituitaries of human cadavers to increase their growth, were succumbing to CJD. This
experience was subsequently recorded elsewhere in the world; also internationally 
cases of CJD started to erupt in relation to fertility treatment of women with another 
human sourced pituitary hormone, Follicle Stimulating Hormone [FSH]. There is also
a recorded history of CJD incidence with transfer of dura matter [brain membrane] 
and corneal transplants.
However of specific relevance to cattle is the fact that vets and researchers were also 
developing these growth enhancement and fertility treatments as BSE broke out and 
exploded into an epidemic. The pituitary extracted hormone Bovine Somatotrophin 
[BST] obtained from cow cadavers was being developed as a method to increase milk
yield, genetically engineered rBST developed from this early work. Follicle 
Stimulating Hormone was also used in fertility enhancement, enabling the technique 
of multiple ovulation and hence collection of ova for test tube fertilisations and 
transfer of embryos to surrogate mothers, also as a synchronising hormone to assist 
Artificial Insemination.
What is apparent from these practices is the risk of recycling BSE through 
inoculation of vet medicines was far greater than through eating the same tissues. The
tissues most likely to transfer TSEs were identified as Specified Bovine Offals 
[SBOs] which were increasingly banned through the SBO orders from entering the 
food chain. However they were not banned from entering the pharmaceutical chain 
neither for veterinary nor human medicines, they were only covered by 
recommendations circulated to pharmaceutical companies. No one advised abattoir 
workers, knackermen, vets, or research scientists, let alone the ever-increasing army 
of hygiene enforcers the burden of whom has crippled small abattoirs, of the actual 
transmission risks. Evidence shows that although entry into the food chain was 
stopped, pharmaceutical and research uses carried on. The fact that no selection 
process over the origin of pharmaceutical materials was originally present, gave rise 



to the opportunity for animals used experimentally to develop these techniques to 
turn to the abattoir and to be harvested for further pharmaceutical uses.
Ironically Britain has developed a world leading system of traceability for its food 
animals, and it is presumed pharmaceutical tissues are now gained from elsewhere in 
the world. But if farmers are to produce animals destined for such high risk practices, 
it is my sincere belief that it is in everyone’s interest to make them aware of that fact. 
Pharmaceutical herds should be established, and the identified animals raised and 
harvested to the standards befitting their purposes. The actual risks of TSEs must be 
openly discussed and quantified accurately, it may be that a policy on farm to needle 
would serve the risks of BSE more accurately than the present farm to fork.


